MINT NOTES	xxxix
The earliest coin of Akbar is the round gold inohar—one of two known specimens—described under No. 100 of the J. If. Cat., and dated 984* There are some undated square rupees, and undated copper coins. Apart from these, all Akbar's issues from Urdu Zafar Qarln mint bear the date <~jJl = 1000? until the thirty-fifth year. It is open to question whether all these cJJl coins were issued in the year 1000, and it is possible that such a striking event as the millennium of the Islamic dispensation may have been anticipated on the coinage. This point is discussed by Mr. EL Nelson Wright in his c Urdu' Mint Note—I. M. Cat., p. Ixxxi. From the thirty-fifth year9 the coins, in copper only, begin again to record the real dates, and these dams with ilahti dates proceed till the fiftieth year, the tarika issue being unknown.
The only other known coin of Urdu Zafar Qarln mint is a silver nisar of Shah Jahan.
AEKAT (ARGOT)
Lat.  12° 55"        Long, 79° 24'
g.       a       c.
Shah 'Alam 1	—	1	—
Jaliandar	—	1	—
Farrulchsiyar	—~	6	—
ShahJaJbanll	1	—	—
Muhammad Sliali	—	1	—
'Alamgir II              ,    —	8	—
Sliali 'Alam II	—	6	—
The Southern Indian town of Arkat, known to fame as Arcot, . first appears as a Mughal mint on the coins of Shah {Alam L Coin No. 2014, dated 1122, 4 R., and a rup^e described in the Sale Catalogue of the Cabinet of Mr. Eugene Leggett, Karachi, dated 1120, 2 R., are the earliest examples known. Coin No. 2104 is one of two published silver coins of Jahandar. On the earliest coin of FaiTukhsiyar the mint is at the top—No. 2153—but subsequently it takes its normal position. Coin No. 2292 is a unique tnohar of Shah Jahan II.
By Muhammad Shah the East India Company were granted permission to coin rupees in imitation of the Mughal Issues. This was in A.B. 1742, equivalent to a. h. 1154-5. All the coins of 'Alamgir II and Shah 'Alam II in this Collection, are issues of either the,East India Company or of the French Compagnio des Indes,

